Cisco® Managed Detection and Response (MDR) combines an elite team of security experts, integrated threat intelligence, plus defined investigation and response playbooks, supported by Cisco Talos® threat research. We monitor your digital security 24 hours daily, 365 days a year to detect and contain threats faster.

Before MDR
Your team struggles to find, recruit, and retain the security expertise you need to ensure a consistent, highly effective security operation.

Before MDR
The high frequency of security threats and expanding attack surface overwhelms your team, increasing the chance of failing to detect threats.

Before MDR
A combination of inefficient security workflows and overwhelming threat volume causes inconsistent identification and delayed responses.

Before MDR
When threats are identified, your team is unsure how to measure the impact and urgency to mount an effective response.

With Cisco MDR, you can:

After MDR
Deliver effective security with access to the unique intelligence and experience of skilled cybersecurity incident researchers and responders.

After MDR
Act swiftly on prioritized alerts, leveraging our expertise to identify threats and attacker attributes, while utilizing impact and urgency measures to drive your response.

After MDR
Minimize breach impact with accelerated threat intelligence and relevant containment measures executed on your behalf.

After MDR
Increase operational efficiency with proven security processes, automated investigation and response playbooks, and real-time recommendations.

Before MDR
Connect.

Access critical security resources

Manage alerts with ease

Simplify operations and boost response discipline

Enjoy faster, more effective containment

Discover more cisco.com/go/mdr

Contact us

We help protect what matters most. So you can do what matters most.

Expert cybersecurity. Managed for you.